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Summary

In this paper we have suggested a class of estimators for the
population mean x when the population variance is known and studied
its properties under large sample approximation.

Introduction

Let XI, X2, •••, x„ be random sample of size n froma population
with unknown mean x and known variance ^2. Assuming the sample
mean x not near zero, Upadhyaya and Srivastava [1] proposed and
estimator

i _ 6®
' (1)

and obtained the bias and mean—squared error (M.S.E.) to order
as

Bm (2,

The purpose of this paper is to propose a class of the estimators of
the mean when the population variance is known. In section 2 a
class of estimators of the mean is proposed and its large sample
approximations discussed in section 3.
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Estimator

Assuming the population variance to be known, we propose
the class of estimators for the mean x as

where K is the characterizing scalar to be chosen suitably.

The bias and MSE of are

Bias ) (5)

MSE (X.) )'

The MSE( ^k) is minimum when

^ / r; V2- ^min (Sciy) (7)

In the expressions of bias and MSE, we observe that the determina
tion of the expectations are difficult as the expectation of the

x in 3c2+0^)-^ (n x^+o^)-^ and

are mathematically intractable. We have, therefore, derived large
sample approximations for these expectations.

Large Sample Approximations

To investigate the large sample properties of the estimator ^k'
we write x=^+€

where € is the order of 0 («-J) with £(6)=0. We choose « large
enough so that

^ <1.
I

We have

I / i- \ / y CT® A"!

n x'^+a^
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Expanding the r.h.s. and taking the expectations of both the sides
and retaining the term of order 0(7j~®), we find

Similarly, to order o(n"*) we can obtain

I

(8)

(9)

(10)

From (5),^6), (8), (9) and (10) we get the bias and MSB of the
estimator to order as

Bias (^ft)~^^

MSB (ifc)=-J[' i+/:(^-2) ^
/N

If we minimize MSB i^k) w.r.t. K, we find

K^l

X

Then the estimator becomes

i-S4-

A.

Thus the bias and MSB of the estimator are

a®
Bias

MSE (?)=--( I-

From (2), (3), (14) and (15) we have

Bias (f)<Bias (^i) and MSB (i)=MSE (^i)
/K A.

Therefore our estimator X is superior to.^i.

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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